
 

Confidential Shredding System 

Case Study
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conveyor and pneumatic conveyor discharge 

Bulk hopper and conveyor 

Cyclone and rotary valve 
discharge

System and shredder Controls 

CORY ENVIRONMENTAL Ltd had been successful and out grown their 
confidential shredder. After a site visit, ECS Ltd proposed a system design 
that not only provided the level of security destruction required by their 
clients but do so by a more efficient method. 

Cory had specific project requirements; the destruction system had to 
meet the destruction standards expected by their current and future 
clients, fit within the existing secure shredding area and the discharge 
point for the shredded material would need to be some 25m away.   

The system design consisted of an AXO 408e electric shredder shredding to 8mm, a bulk feed hopper and incline conveyor. 
Shredded paper discharged from the shredder is conveyed by a pneumatic air system to a cyclone above the paper storage 
bay. The use of the air system to convey shredded paper was necessary to ensure that the larger capacity destruction 
system did not impact on the other recycling processes at Cory Environmental facility in Truro.  

Project Video, www.autobaler.co.uk/video   

“I write in reference to the recently installed shredder. Firstly I 
would like to comment on how well the installation worked out. 
And how already only three days after completion it has improved 
our service 90%. (No one gets 100% not even you) 
When the management team here on contract, decided it was time 
to improve our confidential waste service, I thought this would be 
a tough project to deal with. But after a few weeks of 
investigating my different options, we decided to 
settle with ECS Ltd”.   

“I am pleased to say this turned out to be the correct decision. 
Your company is very professional and well organised”.             
Mark Hamblin Cory Environmental 

 

I would just like to second that opinion, well done Mark. 
Jeff - As discussed at the site visit in Gloucester your presentation, information, professionalism 
are all of a very high standard, far superior to your competitor's in this instance and indeed one of 
the best I have been involved in. 
At this moment in time we are very pleased with the installation and we would not hesitate to  
recommend you to other possible companies as well as internally                                              
Nick Seviour  Contract Manager  Cory Environmental Municipal Services 



 

                                                                                    AXO WORKMATE SERIES SHREDDERS  

Superior technology including the industries 
most advanced electric motor control brings 
unrivalled benefits 

  
• High throughput compared to other 

shredders with the same kW rating 
• Low Energy Consumption 
• Ease of maintenance 
• Service back-up 24/7 

 
 
APPLICATIONS  

Confidential document and product 
destruction, waste size reduction and 
plastic pre-granulation shredding are some 
of the common uses of AXO Shredding 
Machines. From in-house to contract 
Shredding Services, AXO is likely to have a 
model to suit your application.  

 
 

  LOW DUST      LOW NOISE       LOW POWER DEMAND 

 
Many features set the AXO Workmate design apart from other shredders - simplicity, 
efficiency and reliability are some of them. Couple these with service of factory trained 
engineers for a total supply, installation and support package.  
 

 
 

 



PERFORMANCE  
The cutter sequence, chamber size, shaft and knife 
geometry have been extensively tested and analysed to 
make the shredding process as efficient as possible  
 
AXO SHAFT DESIGN  
Through being more robust than the shafts of hexagonal 
stacked shaft machines, the AXO one-piece design 
addresses shaft failures and the costs of new parts, lost 
production and business disruption. Many traditional 
shredders use knives stacked on a shaft, with torque nuts 
providing the stack tightness critical in supporting the 
shaft to protect against failure. The AXO one-piece 
cutter-shaft eliminates the need for torque nuts to provide 
this support, so reduces the incidence of shaft failure.  
An AXO one piece shaft is so robust that AXO provide a 
guarantee against shaft breakages*when shredding 
contaminants such as heavy steel items AXO’s design 
ensures that impact is limited to the cutter area. The shaft 
itself will stay intact - this means a faster return to service 
than other designs.  
 
AXO SMOOTH-SHRED  
All AXO Electric Shredders include “AXO Smooth-Shred” 
soft starter and current management technology. 
SmoothShred® was developed specifically for AXO by 
one of the worlds leading motor starter manufactures to 
lessen shock loads incurred when bringing electric 
shredders on-line, and to reduce the incidence of shaft 
reversal. 
 
POWER SUPPLY RESTRICTED?  
In addition, through reducing current spikes, AXO’s 
Smooth-Shred Technology and Dual Soft Starter System 
reduce the likelihood of problems being caused with 
power authorities. This means that if you have a low 
power supply capacity you may not be able to install a 
standard shredding machine, but you may be able to 
install an AXO Workmate.  
 
MORE TORQUE  
Using planetary gearboxes driving each shaft 
independently we transmit more torque per shaft than 
other designs. This also saves weight, brings greater 
throughput and eliminates shaft failure common with gear 
intermeshed shaft designs.  

 
EASE OF SERVICE MAINTENANCE  
AXO has incorporated access features with ease and 
speed of service in mind. We have focused on simplicity - 
we recognise that the people usually servicing the 
machines are Operators not Maintenance Engineers.  
 
CE COMPLIANT  
All AXO equipment meets OSH requirements and are  
CE Certified 
 
NO SURPRISES  
Some companies may accept a broken shaft - not AXO - 
our shafts are replaced only if the cutters are worn or 
suffered damage, at a time suitable to the customer and 
programmed into production. There are no sudden 
surprises! Often the main cost of replacing broken shafts 
is not the parts, but the labour and the time your machine 
is inoperable. AXO one piece shafts are quick and simple 
to replace compared with competitor machines.  
 

 

 
* When shredding waste office paper  
** Throughput figures vary according to feed method product type being shredded and other processing equipment. AXO Shredders Ltd does not guarantee throughput rates at any particular plant. 

Throughput figures shown are based on actual throughput rates achieved in the field however variable factors mean these rates cannot always be sustained.  
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